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If\JTRODUCTION 
PURPO~F. 
Thi8 report deals with the strea.mflow parameters of 
runoff, flow-duration, and natural recharge and their relation 
to specific basin characteristics, Daily stream discharges 
from 12 gaging stations were used to generate these parameters 
for the Maumee River Basin. In order to increase the accuracy 
of the re~ults and take into account yearly fluctuations in 
streamflow, three years were choosen representing below normal, 
normal, and above normal discharges. 
FORTRAN programs were used to compile hydrographs, flow-
duration curves, and flow-duration da.ta. for each gaging station 
for ea.ch year. From these 72 computer print-outs. streamflow 
parameters were determined and then related to the geology, topo-
graphy, land use, surficial deposits, and the hydrology of the 
sub-basins above the respective gaging stations. Studies of this 
type, depending on the basin, could be useful for purposes of 
agriculture, hydraulic engineering, development of water supplies, 
and flood control, a~ong others. 
LOCATION OF STUDY 
The Maumee River Basin (Figure 1) drains approximately 
6,586 square miles, 4,856 of which are in Ohio, 1,260 in Indiana, 
and 470 in Michigan. The St. Joseph River originates in Hillsdale 
County, Michigan and flows southwest through Ohio into Indiana. 
The qt, Marys River, origination 1n Shelby County, Ohio, flows 
• northwest into Indiana. At Fort Wayne these two rivers join to 
• 
• 
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Figure 1. toca.tio:n. a.nd Extent of Study Ba.sins in the Maumee 
River Ba.sin (from Ohio Department of Na.tura.l tles-
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3 
form the Maumee River which flows northea~t through Defiance 
and into Lake Erie at Toledo. At Defiance the Tiffin River 
flowing south from Michigan and the Auglaize River flowing 
north from parts of Indiana and Ohio join the Maumee River. 
The tributaries of the Auglaize and Ottawa Rivers drain much 
of the lower portion of the Maumee Watershed (2JOO+ square miles). 
PREVIOU.'3 WORK 
The various aspects of the hydrologic budget, including 
runoff and recharge, have been discussed by many authors. 
Meinzer and Stearns (1928) were among the first to consider 
the problem of separation of the ground-water component of 
streamflow from total runoff. Linsley, Kohler, and Paulhus, 
{1958) explored many methods for the separation of streamflow 
• components from hydrographs. Cable's (1971) paper explored 
hydrograph separation methods and the relation of precipitation 
to ground-water runoff.using base runoff as an index to ground-
water potential. 
Rasmussen and Anderson, (1959), and Schicht and Walton (1961), 
established a relationship between ground-water levels in an 
aquifer and ground-water discharge to a stream. Both used 
hydrologic budgets for their estimates of ground-water discharge. 
Walton (1965) described many methods to calculate recharge 
rate, but many are usable only where rates of ground-water 
pumpage are known. 
Cross and Hedges (1959) made a comparison of flow character-
istics of streams using flow-duration curves. They stated that 
• the shape of the duration curve is an index of the natural 
4 
• storage within a basin, including ground-water storage, that is 
used by the stream. Walton (1970) makes use of the ratio 
• 
• 
A (D25/D 75 ) 2 (Pettijohn, 1949) which is the slope of a grain-size 
frequency-distribution curve, and equates it to the ratio (~25;Q75 )½ 
which 1s the slope of a flow-duration curve. Q25 and Q75 represent 
streamflow equaled or exceeded 25% and 75% of the time. 
In 1975, Jack Tuller made a study of the Scioto River 
Basin of Ohio and related runoff, flow-duration and natural recharge 
to the basin characteristics. Tuller and John McKeon-developed 
the computer programs used for the preparation of hydrographs 
and flow-duration curves and data from daily stream discharges • 
• 
5 
GENERAL BASIN CHARACTERISTICS 
TOPOGRAPHY 
The basin ls rougn.1.y c1rcu1ar 1n shape and about 100 miles 
in diame-cer. Muun 01 the basin lies in the Glacial Lake Plains 
subprovince, the bed of the basin being extremely flat and feature-
less with the exception of beach ridges which are narrow, shallow 
sand hills extending for miles generally in an east-west direction. 
These ridges formed at the shores of the several stages of ancient 
Lake Maumee (Figures 2 and J). 
North and south of the old lake plain are the Till Platns 
which are flat to gently rolling. The morainal belts of the 
southern part of the basin are of low relief, whereas those of 
• southern ~ichi~an are more hummocky. 
• 
Elevations are generally higher around the edge of the 
' 
basin and renge from 1,100 feet above sea level in southern 
Michigan to 650 feet in the central region to 570 feet at the 
mouth of the Maumee River. This topography yields average siopes 
for rivers as follows:· Maumee--1.J ft./mi., St. Marys--2.8 ft./mi., 
st. Joseph--1.6 ft./mi., Tiffin--1.2 ft./m1., Auglaize--3.2 ft./m1., 
Little Auglaize 2.5 ft./mi., Blanchard 0.9 ft./m1., and 
ottawa 4.o ft./mi. Since some headwater tributaries orginate in 
the Till Plains, they can have gradients of up to 10 ft./m1 •. 
The Maumee River Basin ranks first in Ohio with respect 
to percentage of land devoted to farming. Of the 17 Ohio, 
4 Indiana and 2 Michigan counties wholly or partially within 
i 
l :..: 
I 
1. 
Figure 2. 
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the basin, only J have less than 90% of their land in agricultural 
use. These are Lucas and Allen counties in Ohio and Allen Coun
ty 
in Indiana. Total area in farms has increased from approximate
ly 
40% in 1880-to· 87.4% in 1954-to 92% in 1958-to approximatly 94% 
at present. The increase in cropland took place with a corresp
ond-
ing decrease 1n pasture and woodland. Lucas County and Wood Co
unty 
in Ohio and Allen County in Indiana have had a decrease in farm
-
land due to the developement of suburbs near cities. 
Only 6% of land use is represented by forest cover, most 
of which is confined to farm woodlots. However, woodland excee
ds 
pasture land due to the predominance of grain farming and the 
abandonment or· pennant pasrurts 1n t&.vor oI rotation meauows. 
Percentage of land in urban and other built-up develop-
ment is highest in Lucas County, Ohio and Allen County, Indiana
, 
both with approximately 45%. Almost half of the remaining 
counties have less than 5% of land use in this area. 
Water storage has little effect on land use since the. flat 
topography makes impoundment of water difficult. Approximately
 
10% of municipalities use up-ground reservoirs, the rest rely 
on ground-water. 
CLIMATE 
Climate is controlled by large flat areas to the west and 
southwest of the basin. A small area is influence by Lake Erie
 
which moderates temperature in the spring and fall. Due to the
 
basin's location, low pressure centers pass to the south of it 
and high pressure centers to the north. This accounts for 
• prevailing winds from the south or southwest. making the
 basin. 
less subject to severe storms, with less rainfall than the rest 
Figure 4. 
9 
Mean Ann ual Precip~tation (Invhes) in the 
Maumee River Bas in ( from Ohio Water Plan 
Inventory, Re port No. 1), 1962.) 
Figure 5. 
10 
Mean Annual Temperature · in the Maumee -River Basin (from Ohio Water Plan Inventory, Report o. 13, 1962.) 
i . 
11 
• of the state. Mean annual precipitation i-s J4 inches (Figure 4) 
• 
• 
0 
and meRn annual temperature for the basin is 50.6 F. (Figure 5). 
BEDROCK GEOLOGY 
The stratigraphic sequence of Silurian and Devonian forma-
tions are thick layers of limestone and dolomite, uniform 1n 
carbonate composition, but different in physical and hydrologic 
characteristics (Table I). Most of the sequence is dolomite, 
but due to the complex enviornment of deposition in Silurian and 
Devonian seas, variable hydrologic and chemical compositions of 
ground-water occur. There is a wide variety of structural and 
textural features, such as, coarse to fine bedding planes and 
cross-bedding. There is also direct precipitation from super-
saturated water, chemical and biochemical deposits, massive 
barrier reefs and fragment deposition. 
A major structural element of the area is the Cincinnati 
Arch, located in the east-central portion of the area. Major. 
faults occur on the western, flank of this anticline. The 
north-trending Bowling Green Fault, with a vertical displacement 
of 100 feet at Findlay and 200 feet west of Bowling Green, has 
resulted in a change ln the stratigraphic sequence and the 
hydrologic enviornment to each side of the fault (Figure 6}. 
Silurian System 
Rocks of Silurian age are exposed in the central and 
southern port1ons of the Maumee Basin (Figure 7). The strata 
in ascending order are the Rochester Shale, undifferentiated 
Lockport Dolomite, Greenfiela. Dolomite, Tymochtee Dolomite, 
and the Raisin River Dolomite (Table I). 
BOO 
; 600 
j 500 
12 
500 
Figure 6. Geologic Cross-Secti ns of the Ohio Portion 
of the Maume e River Basin (from Ohio Water 
Plan Inventory, Report o. 22, 1970.) 
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System Group Fonnation 
Upper Ohio Shale 
14 
TABLE 1 
STRATIGRAPHIC COUJ!·llf 
(Di vision of Geological Survey ) 
Averaec 
Thickness 
200 
D"o:scription 
Shale, black und dar-k brown 
Remar f:: 
------+------ --- --- _,__ --- -- -- -- --- --- -- ---- --- --- --- --- -
t!) 
., 
J.. 
t!) 
> d 
t.. 
E-< 
Ten Mile Creek 
Dolomite 
Silica Formation 
Dundee Limestone 
35 
30 
50 
Dolomite, yc l l c.,wish-[T'l.j. a!1rl ~re:,ish-
bro\lrl, dense to ncdiwu .:: ry:;t::uline ; 
11bw1d ,U1t nodul a r wh1te d1ert 
Limesto ne ruid s ha le, grayi:; h-bro\.fn, 
very fossi liferous 
Divided in':o lower and upp~r pa r ts: 
lower of limestone a.nd dol o1"i te, 
grayish-brown, finely :md me diur.! -
crystalline , sucrosic, s a ndy, upper 
part of lime stone, yellowish - g r ay, 
fine- to coa r::;e-graincd, very fos -
siliferous ; basal portion of upper 
Dundee lithogr aphic limes tone in 
much of northwest Ohio 
Cor relcc':. i•,e in S=:iusky , 
.Se ~eca , Wyun'1ot and 
Cr:):,1fo r cl Co·..t.."lties as 
?rout Limestone • 
Co:-re la ti ve in Sandusky, 
Senec:J., Wyandot and 
Crawford Counties as 
Olen tangy Shale. 
Corre lative . in Sandusky, 
Seneca , Wyandot and 
c ~·awfo rd Counti e s as 
De la1,1are Limestone. 
---~ --- --- ------~ --- --- --- - - - ----- ---- -- -- -
Undifferentiated 
Sylvania Sandstone 
Raisin River 
Dolomite 
Tymochtee Dolomite 
Greenfield Dolomite 
Undifferentiated 
Rochester Shale 
80 
25 
Dolomite, gray and brown , microcrys -
talline; stromatolitic in pa r t ; s a.'ldy 
at the base 
Sandstone, 1,1hi te, fine - and medium-
grained 
-unconlfonnity- --- ---- --- ---
350 Dolomite, br own, mic rocrystalline , 
medium- t o t hi c k-bedded 
100 
50 
Dolomite, grayish-bro\lrl , nicrocrys-
tnlline, t hin-bedded ; l ocally inter-
bedded with very argi llaceous dark-
gray dolonitc ; numerous black car -
bonaceous partin~s upon weathe r ing 
give sh?.1/ l ook to out crops 
Dolomite, brown, microcrystnlline, 
and very fine ly crystalline, medium-
bedded, str omatoli tic, sucrosic in 
part · 
Correlative ln Sandusky, 
Seneca, Wyandot and 
Crawford Counties as 
Columbus Limes tone. 
In Vanwert County, these 
three formations change 
l a terally into biohermal 
and biostromal do lomite 
that is considered an ex-
t ension of t he Fort Wayne 
carbonate bank desc r ibed in 
adj acent area s of Indiana 
by Pinsak and Shaver (1964). 
Stratigraphic position of 
the Tymochtee is below the 
C-shale of the evaporite-
bearing Sa lina Grcup in the 
subsurface of northwestern 
and northeastern Ohio 
--- -- --- --- ------- ----- ----
200 
15 
Dolomite, gray and white, finely to 
coarse ly crysta lline , "ossiliferous, 
porous, biostromal and biohenrial; in 
ma ssive beds ; nodular chert in lower 
half in many places 
Shal e, green ; interbedded g r ay and 
greenish-gray crinoidal dolomite 
Table I. General Strat rap~ic Sequence in the 
Maumee River Basin (from Ohio Water 
Plan Inventory, Report o . 22, 1970, ) 
• 
15 
The Rochester Shale is a member of the Medina Group and 
consists of thin to relatively thick layers of gray to green 
shale interbedded with thin layers of dolomite. This formation 
is essentially non-water bearing. 
The Lockport or Niagara Dolomite is usually whitish-gray 
to light blue-gray porous dolomite grading to dark blue-gray 
at the base of the formation. This is an excellent aquifer with 
a locally high groµnd-water producing potential. 
The Greenfield Dolomite is a hard, light-gray to buff 
dolomite of uniform thickness. It is the basal formation of the 
Bass Island Group of Upper Silurian age. It produces moderate 
to high yields of ground-water locally. 
The Tymochtee Dolomite of the Bass Island Group is medium 
• grayish-brown grading to dark-gray or black. Approximately 70% 
of the wells in this dolomite are productive. 
• 
The Raisin River Dolomite of the Bass Island Group is 
hard, dense, medium to buff, and dark-gray in color. It will 
produce ground-water, but only in limited quantities. 
Devonian System 
Rocks of Devonian age underlie the eastern portion and 
part of the central portion of the Maumee Basin and lie unconform-
ably upon the Silurian System {Figure 7, Table I). In ascending 
order the strata consist of: the Detroit tliver Group, the 
Dundee Limestone, the Traverse Group, and the Ohio Shale.(Table I). 
The Detroit River Group consists of gray to tan limestone 
and dolomite grading to sandstones in the basal portion. It is 
a source of domestic supply of water and contains .sulfur in 
some cases. 
• 
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The Dundee Limestone grades from a grayish-brown limestone-
dolomite to a lithographic limestone to a yellowish-gray lime-
stone. It is considered a dependable source of water. 
In the traverse Group. the Silica formation is a grayish-
brown shaley-.iime~i.one wh1un conr.alns very small quani;11;1es ot' 
water. The Ten Mile Creek Dolomite is a yellowish-gray, dense, 
dolomite w~ich is locally a fair source of water. but generally 
a poor source. 
The Ohio Shale is a dark, dense, fissile unit. It yields 
small quantities of water in the upper portion where it is some-
what jointed. 
Mississippian System 
The Mississippian System is represented by undifferentiated 
• dark, dense, shales in the western and northern portions of the 
Maumee Basin. These shales yield little or no water. 
• 
SURFICIAL GEOLOGY 
The ~urficial geology of the basin is of two major components. 
The first, lacustrine deposits, covers the central portion of the 
basin (approximately 45% of the total area} and is composed 
mainly of fine sand, silt. and clay deposited on the floor of 
ancient Lake Maumee (Figure 2). These deposits are relatively 
impermeable with the exception of deep deposits of permeable 
sands. Low narrow beach ridges were formed during the retreat 
of the Wisconsin Glacier at the edges of ancient Lake Maumee 
(Figure J). They are composed of sands and sandy-silts with some 
gravel and are capable of supplying water for domestic needs • 
17 
• 
• 
' Figure 8. Morainal Deposits in the Maumee 
River Basin (from Stout, W., et al.,1943.) 
• 
• 
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The second component of surf1c1al geology consists of 
features of the Wisconsin drift--t111 plains, terminal moraines, 
and buried valleys (Figure 2). Till plain deposits consist of 
a blue clay and vary1~g amounts of rock fragments. Due to the 
low permeability and high mineral content, true till generally 
yields poor quality and low quantities of water. Between the 
glacial drift of the Till Plains and the bedrock surface layers 
of sand and gravel may exist which yield moderate amounts of 
ground-water. The Wabash, Defiance, ane1 .r·t.. Wayne terminal 
moraines are located in the Maumee Basin (Figure 8). These 
moraines consist of unconsolidated material ranging from fine 
clays to gravel to boulders. In some cases they yield medium 
to large quantities of ground-water. During glacial and inter-
• glacial times, streams cut river valleys (Figure 9) which were 
• 
partially filled by weil-sorted outwash material in advance of 
the glacier and were later covered by till. These burried valleys 
some of which are located in Mercer and Auglaize Counties, 
yield excellent quantities of water in some cases • 
• 
• 
Figure 9. 
• 
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HYROGEOLOGY OF THE BASINS 
-------
The following descriptions of the hydrogeology of the 
basins were taken, in part, from a series of publications 
by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (Walker, A. c., 
1959). The numbers preceeding the basin name refer to the 
appropriate stream gaging stations as published in the u. s. 
-Geological Survey Surface Water Records for Ohio. 
No. 1780--St. Joseph River Basin 
The st. Joseph River Basin and its tributaries drain a total 
area of 1060 square miles (60J square miles in Indiana, 219 in 
Michingan, and 2J8 in Ohio). It is located in the extreme 
northwest corner of the Maumee Basin (Figure 1). Its south-
east boundary is defined by the Ft. Wayne Moraine (Figure 8), 
and it therefore lies in the Till Plain region. 
The bedrock of this basin consists entirely of Mississippian 
shales. These dark shales are considered extremely poor sources 
of water due to high density, low permeability, and the fact 
that they are deeply buried under glacial drift. 
Glacial drift ranges from 170 feet to )JO feet with an 
average of about 250 feet for the basin. Lenticular deposits 
of coarse sand and gravel occurring at depths between 50 and 100 
feet yield adequate domestic supplies. Supplies of over 500 
·gallons per minute may be obtained from large deposits of 
coarser material generally located at depths greater than 
150 feet and often present just above the bedrock surface • 
• 
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No. 1815--St. Marys River Basin 
The St. Marys River Basin drains a total area of 817 square 
miles. It is located in the extreme soutnwest portion of the 
Maumee Basin (Figure 1). Its northeastern boundary is defined 
by the Ft. Wayne Moraine,(Figure 8). The basin is therefore in 
the Till Plain area. 
The bedrock of tne basin is Silurian iimes~one ana dolomite 
of the Bass Island and Niagara groups. Yields of JOO plus 
gallons per minute have been obtained at depths averaging JOO 
feet in these aquifers. Highest yields are obtained from wells 
located in bedrock in and adjacent to buried valleys, wnere, due 
to weathering numerous fractures and solution channels may occur 
in the bedrock. 
• Unconsolidated glacial deposits cover the entire basin and 
range in thickness from JO feet to 400 feet in the buried valleys. 
The average is 65 feet in thickness. Adequate farm and domestic 
supplies are available throughout the basin from the drift. 
Thick coarse deposits of sand and gravel occur in some buried 
valleys and valley margin areas. These deposits yield up to 
100 gallons per minute if they have access to recharge from. 
surface streams. 
Nos. 1830, 1835, andl915--Upper Maumee and 
Lower Auglaize River Basins 
These basins are located in the west-central and central 
portions of the Maumee River Basin (Figure 1). They lie in the 
Lake Plain region of the Maumee Basin and are bound on the 
• south and west by the Ft. Wayne Moraine (Figure 8} •. 
• 
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The bedrock beneath most of the basin is limestone and 
dolomite of Silurian and Devonian age {Table 1, Figure 7), 
Small areas in the northern and western parts are underlain 
by Devonian and Mississippian shales. 
The limestone bedrock is generally a good source of ground-
water. The capacity of the aquifer to produce ground-water 
varies with locality depending on the degree of fracturing 
and jointing in the rock. A maximum of 200 gallons per minuet 
may be obtained in the limestone at depths of JOO feet or less. 
Highly mineralized water may be obtained from limes'tone 
in the northern part of the basin after drilling through 
10-250 feet of shale. Small yields are sometimes obtained from 
the upper portion of the shale where, due to weathering,· it 1s 
• porous enough to contain watere 
• 
Glacial drift, ranging in thickness from 20 feet in the 
south to 200 feet in the north covers the basin. In the north-
western portion of the area, sand and gravel deposits are good 
sources of groun<1-war;er a.ue 'to reenarge 1rom tne nor,:;nwest. 
Wells may yield as much as 1000 gallons per minute and some in 
Hicksville have sufficient artesian pressure to flow. Else-
where in the basin, where the drift is greater than 100 feet 
thick, a maximum of 100 gallons per minute may be obtained 
from scattered sand and gravel lenses. Smaller supplies are 
obtained in the south as the drift cover becomes thinner • 
• 
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No. 1845, No. 1850--Tiffin River Basin 
The Tiffin River Basin drains 553 square miles in Ohio 
and 251 square miles in Michigan. It is located in the north-
central portion of the Maumee River Basin (Figure l). 
The entire basin area is underlain by non-water-bearing 
Mississippian and Devonian shales (Table 1, Figure 7). The 
shale bedrock is covered with from 50 to over 250 feet of 
glacial drift with the greatest thickness in the northwestern 
part of the basin. 
Extensive layers of sand and gravel are present in the 
drift in the western part of the area. Because of continual 
recharge from the northwest, these sand and gravel deposits 
are good sources of underground water. Although the area is 
• largely untested, wells may yield 200 to 1000 gallons per 
• 
minute for irrigation, industries, or municipalities. Most of 
the present wells are domestic wells for which the maximum 
capacities are not known. The maximum yield obtainable from 
sand and gravel depends to a large extent upon the methods 
used in construction and development of the wells. 
Where surface elevations are lower than the area of 
recharge (along a belt from three to five miles wide and 
extending N~E-SSW across parts of Gorham and Franklin townships. 
Fulton County, Brady and Pulaski townships, Williams County. and 
Farmer township in Defiance County) many of the wells have suffi-
cient artesian pressure to flow. Heavy pumping for irrigation 
or other large uses of water will lower water levels in the 
immediate vicinityp This may reduce the artesian head on 
nearby flowing wells and cause them to stop flowing. 
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• The southeastern one~third of the basin is covered with 
• 
an average thickness of 100 feet of drift. Sand and grave.l 
lenses occur locally and, in places, yield up to 50 gallons 
per minute. Many wells, however, do not obtain adequate 
supplies :from the drift and are drilled into the upper we.a.:thered 
portion of the shaJ.e where supplies o:f less than 10 gallons 
per minute are obtained. 
~o. 1865-.:-Upper Auglaize R·1ver Bas.in 
The Upper Auglaize River Basin is located in the south-
centraJ. portion of the Maumee River Basin (figure 1). It 
runs from the Till Plains in the south to Lake Plains farther 
to the north (figure_ 2.) • 
The Silurian limestone and dolomite bed.rock is generally a 
good under-ground-water source. Large diameter wells which have 
been drilled indicate that ~P to 400 gallons per minute mey be 
obtained from the bedrock. The larger yields are obtaineQ at 
depths of fromm 200 to 350 feet below the surface •• The be.st 
po.ssibili ties for developing large supplies from the bedrock 
are in the buried valley margin areas where the limestone may 
contain numerous fractures capable of containing water. 
The basin is covered with an average of 60 feet of glacial 
drift. The drift reaches a thickness of greater than 350 feet o 
over the center of the main buried valley. that crosses the basin. 
Till in the valley and in its marginal areas contains some 
• extensive sand and gravel deposits which, in places, will supply 
from 100 to 500 gallons per minute. The larger yields are. 
• 
• 
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obtained in portions of the buried valleys where permeable sand 
and gravel deposits have access to recharge by surt·ace streams. 
Gravel lenses in the more shallow tributary valleys in the 
eastern and northwestern parts of the area are capable of 
supplying an average of 20 gallons per minute. Scattered sand 
and gravel deposits occur in the drift throughout the southern 
half of the basin and are often used as sources of domestic 
water supplies. The thickness of these deposits ranges 1·rom 
:, to 80 feet. Thln drift in the northern portion of the basin 
is a poor source of underground water. Yields of less than 
20 gallons per minute are obtained from limited sand and gravel 
deposits 1n the buried valley segment. 
No. 18'l5--Tne Ottawa River Basin 
The Ottawa River Basin is located in the southeastern 
portion of the Maumee River Basin just east of the Upper 
Auglaize Basin and south of the Blanchard River Basin (Figure 1). 
The limestone and dolomite bedrock of Silurian and · 
Devonian age is usually a good water source. In the vicinity 
of Lima, particularly in the buried vall~y marginal area where 
the rock may be fractured, yields of 500 gallons per minute 
are obtained at depths of around 400 feet. Elsewhere, the 
maximum yield from bedrock wells appears to be around JOO gallons 
per minute. Additional drilling may show larger yields are 
available in other areas. 
The bedrock is covered with glacial drift, averaging JO 
feet in thickness. Portions of three buried valleys are 
• present in the basin. These valleys are remnants of old streams 
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which had cut their courses deep into the bedrock before the 
• area was glaciated. Later, the valleys were completely fille~ 
with drift. The deepest and most extensive buried valley, 
west and southwest of Lima, contains over 200 feet of fill. 
The fill consists largely of clay with discontinuous lenses of 
coarse sand and gravel deposits which range from 5 to 80 feet 
in thickness o:ccur in the drift throughout the b.asin and are 
often used as sources of domestic water supplies. 
~o. 1890--The Bl~ncha:rd:· ffiver Ba:s1ri 
The Blanchard River Basin drains about 762 square miles and 
is located in the east to southeast portion of the Maumee River 
.Basin (figure l). Host of the basin lies in the Till Plain 
area (figure 2). 
• The bedrock beneath the basin area consists of limestone 
• 
and dolomite of Silurian age (figure 7). Limestone and dolomite 
have very similar water-bearing puoperties and are both commonly 
called limestone. Supplies of as much as 250 gallons per minute 
are obtained from the limestone bedrock at depths of leGs than 
200 feet. 
The producing capacity of the limestone depends upon the 
nililber, size and water-bearing capacity of the joints and 
solution channels encountered. The majority of the wells in the 
basin were drilled for domestic supplies. 
Glacial drift, which ranges from a thin veneer to 100 feet 
in thickness averages 25 feet in thickness in the basin. In 
General, little water is obtained from the glacial material 
al though scattered sand and gravel lenses occasionally su.pply 
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• as much as 15 gallons per minute. These deposits are rarely 
greater than 10 feet thick. The best possibilities of encount -
ering such deposits are in the extreme southern and northern 
portions of the basin. 
No. 1925--Middle Portion of the Maumee River Basin 
This portion of the Maumee River Basin is located 1 n the 
northeast central part of the Maumee River sas1n (Figura 1 l}. 
Ancient Lake Maumee entirely covered this area in the past 
(Figures 2 and J). 
The bedrock beneath the basin area consists of limestone 
and dolomite of ~ilurian and Devonian ages in the south, and 
Devonian shale in the north (Figure 7). 
Small yields are sometimes available from the upper portion 
• of the shale wher, dure to weathering, it is porous enough 
• 
to contain water. Water from the shale, however, often contains 
varying amounts of sulfur and gas. 
Limestone is genereally a good source of underground-
water supplies. Wells drilled into limestone are supplied 
through joints and solurion openings in the rock. whose number 
and size vary from one locality to another within the same rock 
formation. Yields of as much as 200 gallons per minute may oe 
ootaineu Irum limestone, ln tne basin area, at depths of JOO 
feet or less. 
Glacial drift covering the bedrock becomes thicker from 
south to north, ranging from less than 50 feet near Hamler to 
over 180 feet in the vicinity of Wauseon. In areas where the 
drift is thick, it may contain coarse sand and gravel lenses of 
• 
• 
• 
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limited extent which are capable of supply.1ng up to 100 gallons 
per minute to wells. Smaller supplies are obtained as the drift 
covering becomes thinner to the south • 
• 
• 
DATA SOURCES 
TECHNIQUES FOH THE DETERMINATION 
OF STREAMFLOW PARAMETERS ·-
Streamflow data used for this study were obtained from the 
u.s. Geological Survey (1963, 1967, 1973). The data used represent 
daily mean streamflow for water years 1963, 1967, and 1973 
(a water year extends from October 1 through September JO}. 
These years were chosen to represent, as closely as possible, 
years of below normal (1963), near normal (1967), and above 
normal flow (1973). 
Hydrologic Conditions 
196)-Hydrolop;ic Conditions-(U.8. Geology Survey, 1963, p •. 9)--
Streamflow was generally below average for the water year, 
with deficient flows for all months except March. Floods in 
the first week of March were general, with flash floods also 
occurring in June throughout many small basins in the central 
part of the State. Near the end of the water year a severe 
drought was developing throughout the State 
196?-Hvdrologic Conditions (U.S •. Geology survey, 1967, p. 9)--
Streamflow in most basins in the State was about equal to the 
long-term average and generally the greatest since the 1961 
water year. There were no extremely low flows, nor were there 
any damaging floods.in Ohio during the 1967 water year. 
1973-Hydrologic Conditions (U.S. Geology Survey, 1973. n. 11)--
Streamflow for the water year was excessive, with annual mean 
discharges ranging from about 140 percent of the average in 
• northeastern Ohio to about 200 percent 1n the northwestern 
• 
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parts of the State • 
In central and western Ohio runoff was excessive each 
month of the water year except during February and May, which 
were near normal. 
Gaging Stations 
Twelve gaging stations, ten of which have no or slight 
artificial effects on stream discharge and two of which 
have moderate artificial effects on stream discharge, were 
chosen for this study (Figurel). parameters discussed 
concerning the gagin stations with moderate artificial 
effects (*No. 1890 and *1915) are of questionable value. 
The stations are assigned numbers corresponding to those of the 
U. s. Geological survey, except that the pre1·1x u4 ( indicating 
• that they are part of the Maumee Drainage Basin) is omitted. 
• 
No. 1780--St. Joseph River near Newville, Indiana 
LOCATION--Lat 41" 2J'08", long 84 48 1 06", in SW 1/4 SWl/4 
sec. 18, T.5 N., R.1 E.~ Defiance County, Ohio. 
DRAINAGE AREA--610 mi ..2 ( 1. 580 lan2). 
PERIOD OF RECORD--October 1946 to current year. Monthly 
discharge only for some periods, published in WSP 1J07e 
GAGE--Water-stage recorder. Datum of gage is ?95.40 ft. 
(242.438m) above mean sea level. Prior to Oct. 22, 
1947, nonrecording gage at same site and datum. 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE--27 years, 498 ft3/s (14.10 m3/s), 
11.09 in/yr (281.7 mm/yr). 
REMARKS--records good for J water years 1963, 1967, 1973 • 
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Ho. 1815 - St. Marys River at Decatur, Indiana 
• LOCATION.--Lat 40•50 1 55", long s4•56 1 l6", ·in SW 1/4SW1 1/4 sec.27, 
• 
• 
T. 28 H., R.14 E., Adams County. 
DRAINAGE AREA.--621 mi 2 (1,608 km2). 
PEuIOD OF RECORD.--October 1946 to current year. Monthly dis-
charge only for some periods, published in WSP 1307. Gage-height 
_ records . collected a.t site 0.5 mi (0.8km) upstream 
January 1932- to November 1954, and at present site there-
after are contained in reports of National Weather Service. 
GAGE.--Water-stage recorder. Datum of gage is 760.44 ft 
(231.782m) above mean sea level. Prior to July 27, 1948, 
n~m.recording gage at same s1 te and datum. 
AVERAGE DISCHARGET-27 years, 491 ft 3/s (13.91_m3/s), 10.74 in/yr 
{272.8 mm/yr). 
REMARKS.--Records good for water years 1963, 1967, 1973. Slight 
diversion from or into Wabash River basin and into Miami and 
Erie Canal. 
Ho. 1830 - Maumee River at :Kew Haven, Indiana 
LOCATION. --Lat 41 ·e5 '06", long s5 ·01 1 20", in SE 1/4 NE 1/ 4 see. 2, 
T.30 1;., R. 13 E., Allen County. 
DRAINAGE AREA.--1,967 mi 2 (5,095 km2). 
PERIOD OF RECORD.--December 1946 to September 1956 (high-water 
records only), October 1956 to current year. 
GAGE.--hater-stage recorder. Datum of gage is 724.51 ft 
(220.831 m) above mean sea level. Prior to Sept. 7, 1956, 
nonrecording gage and Sept. 7, 1956 to Sept. 14, 1965, 
water-stage recorder at site 500 ft (152 m) dow.astrt::am 
at s 8Ile datum. 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.--17 years (1956-1973), 1,546 ft 3/~ (43.78 m3/s), 
10.67 in/yr (271.0 mm/yr). 
REMARKS.--Records good for water years 1963,1967, 1973. Flow 
slightly regulated by hydro-powerplant on the St. Joseph 
River 10.3 mi {16.6km) upstream from station. Flow slightly 
regulated by upstream reservoirs. 
lfo. 1835 - Maumee River at Antwerp, Ohio 
LOC AT IOI:~. --Lat 41 • 11' 56 11 , long 84 • 44'40 11 , in sec. 2-2-, T. 3N. , 
R. lE., Paulding County. 
• 
•• 
• 
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DRAINAGE AirnA.--2,12.9 mi 2 (5,514 km2) • 
PERIOD OF' RECORD.--September 1921 to December 1935, April 1939 to current year. 
GAGE.--Water-stage recoraer. Datum of gage is 694.90 ft (211.805m) 
above mean sea level. Prior to Sept. 13, 1925, nonrecording gage 
at site 400 ft (122m) upstream at same datum. 
AVERAGE DISCliARGE.--48 years, 1,665 ft 3/s {47.15 m3/s), 10.63 in/yr (270.0 mm/yr). / & ? ,r;-,._:.zt; 
REMARKS.--Records good for water years 1963, 1965, 1973. La,w flow i~ slightly regulated by powerplant at Fort. Wayne, Indiana, 32 mi upstream. Flow slightly regulated by upstream reservoirs. 
No. 1845 Be~ Creek at Powers, Ohio 
LOCATION.--Lat 41.40'39", long 84.13'56", in NE 1/4 sec 24, T.9 S., R.l E., Fulton County. 
DRAINAGE AREA.--206 mi 2 (534 kn/). 
PERIOD OF RECOHD.--October 1940 to current yee:r. 
GAGE.--Water-stage recoraer. Datum of gage is 722.57 ft {220.239 m) 
' above mean,sea level. Prior to Jan. 18, 1941; nonrecording gage at same site and datum. 
AVERAGE DISCEARGE.--33 years, 159 ft 3/s (4.503 m3/s), 10.48 in/yr {266.2 mµi/yr). 
REMARKS.--Records good for water years 1963, 1967, 1973. 
No. 1850 - Tiffin River at Stryker, Ohio 
LOCA':!:ION.--Lat 41·30 117", long 84.2.5'49",, in SW 1/4 s..ec. 5, T.6 N., R.4 E., Williams County. 
DRAINAGE AREA.--410 mi 2 (1,060 km2). · 
PERIOD OF RECORD.--September 1921 to September 1928 (published as 
"near Stryker"), October 1940 to current year. 
GAGE.--Water-recording gage. Datum of gage is b85.l ft (208.82. m) 
above mean sea level. Prior to Sept. 30, 1928, nonrecording gage at site 3.5 mi (5.6 km) downstream at different.datum. Oct. 13, 1940, to Jan. 17, 1941, nonrecording gage and Jan. 18, 1941, to Sept. 30, 1953, water-stage recorder, at 
site 0.5 mi (0.8 km) downstream at same datum. 
AVERAGE DISC1lARGE.--40 years, 306 ft 3 /s (8.666 m3 /s), 10.13 in/yr ( 257 .-3 mm/yr) • 
• 
• 
• 
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RElv;.ARh.S. --Records fair for water years 1963, 19~7, 1973 • 
Ho. 1865 - Auglaize River near Fort Jennings, Ohio 
LOCATION.--Lat 40.56'55", long 84.15'58", in SE 1/4 sec. 15, 
T.l S., R.5 E., Putnam County. 
. 2 2 DRAINAGE AREA.--33.2 mi (860 km ) • 
PERIOD OF RECORD.--August 1921 to December 1935. October 1940 
to current yea:r. 
GAGE.--Water-stage recorder. Datum of gage is 713.6 ft (217.51 m) 
above mean sea level. Prior to Oct. 6, 1930, nonrecording 
gage at same site and datum. 
AVERAGE DISCE.ARGE.--47 years, 284 ft 3/s (8.043 m3 /s). 
RENARK.--Records for water years 1963, 1967, 1973 good except 
those for January and February, whil.ch are fair. Beginning 
Jan. 4, 1971, water was diverted at a point 24.3 mi (39.1 km) 
upstream from station into Lake Bresler. Storage in Lake 
Bresler is available for low-flow augmentation and water 
supply of city of Lima, in Ottawa_ R~ver basin. Net with-
drawl totaled 511 mil gal (1.934 hm ), equivalent to a mean 
withdrawl of 2.2 ftJ/s (0.062 m3/s). No releases have been 
made for low-flow augmentation. 
No. 1875 - Ottawa River at Allentown, Ohio 
LOCATION. --Lat 40. 45 '18", long 84. 11 '41 ", in NW sec. 29, T .3 S., 
R.6 E., Allen County. 
DRAINAGE AREA.--160 mi 2 (414 km2 ). 
PERIOD O? RECORD.--October 1923 to December 1935, August 1943 
to current year. 
GAGE. --Water-stage recorder and concrete control. Datum of gage 
is 789.14 ft (240.530 mt above mean sea level. Prior to Oct. 1, 
1925, nonrecording gage and Oct. 1, 1925 to Dec. 30, 1935, 
water-stage recorder, at site 35 ft (11 m) downstream at 
same site and datum. · 
AVERAGE DISCHATIGE.--42 years, 125 ft 3/s (3.540 m3/s), 10.61.in/yr (269.5 mm/yr). 
REI·LillKS.--Records good for water years 1963, 1967, 197;. except for the winter per_Lod, which are fair. Diurnal fluctuation 
caused by operation of water-supply and sewage-treatment 
plants of city of Lima upstream from station. 
• 
• 
• 
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*No. 1890 - Blanchard River near },indlay, Ohio 
LOCATION.--Lat 41°03'21", long 83°41'17", on east line of sec. 10, 
T.l N., R.10 E., Hancock County. 
DRAINAGE A.,.-qEA.--346 mi 2 (896 km2). 
PERIOD 01" RECORD.--October 1923 to December 1935, October 1940 
to current year. Monthly discharge only fo October 1923, 
published in WSP 1307. -
GAGE.--Water-stage recorder. Datumo:f gage is 754.55 ft 
(229.987 m) above mean sea level. Prior to July 24, 1930, 
nonrecording gage at same site and datum.. -
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.--45 years, 242 ft 3/s (6.853m3/s), 9.50 in/yr 
(241.3 mm/yr). 
REMA...>tKS.--Records good :for water years 1963, 1967, 1973. Water 
is diverted upstream from station into Findlay Reservoir. 
Storage in Findlay Reservoir used for water supply of city 
of Findlay, and is available for low-flow augmentation. 
All water returns to stream upstream from station. No " 
releases have been made for low-flow augmentation. 
*Auglaize River near Defiance Ohio 
LOCATION. --Lat 41 • 14 '15 11 , long 84 • 23' 57", in NE 1/4 sec. 9, 
T.3 N., n.4 E., Defiance County. 
DRAINAGE AREA~--2,318 mi 2 (6,004 km2). 
PERIOD OF RECORD.--May to August 1903 (gage heights only), April 
1915 to current yea:r. Monthly discharge only for some 
periods, published in WSP 1307. 
GAGE.--Water-stage recorder. Datum of gage is 659.70 ft 
(201.077 m) above mean sea level. May~20 to Aug. 8, 1903, 
nonrecording gage at site l.8mi {2.9 km) downstream at 
different datum. Apr. 13, 1915, to Dec. 6, 1933, nonre-
cording gage near right bank on upstream side of dam at 
datum 6.0 ft (1.829 m) higher, and auxiliary tailwater 
staff gage near right bank on downstream side of dam at 
present dati..lm. 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.--58 years, 1691 ft 3/s {47.89 ~3/s). 
REMAilKS.--Records good for water years 1963, 1967, 1973. Flow 
regulated by dam at former powerplant 125 ft (38 m) upst~eam 
from station; reservoir capacity, 9,800 acre-ft (12.1 hm ), 
operation of plant dis.continued Jan. 10, 1963; occaisional 
gate operation subsequently. Some diversion by Micmii and 
Erie Canal from Grand Lake into Jennings Creek, tributary 
to Auglaize River 70 mi (113 km) upstream from station. 
35 
.No. 1925 - Maumee River near Defiance, Ohio 
• LOCATION.--Lat 41 °17'31", long 84"16'52.", in NW 1/4 sec. 22.. 
• 
• 
T .4 n., R. 5 E., Defiance County. 
DRAINAGE AREA.--5,545 mi2 (14,362. km2). 
PERIOD OF RECORD.--October 1924 to December 1935, March 1939 
to current year. 
GAGE.--Water-stage recorder upstream from concrete dam. Datum 
of gage is 658.56 ft (200.72.9 m), above mean saa level. 
Prior to Nov. 13, 1924, nonraaording gage at same site and 
datum. 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.--45 years, 4,043 ft 3/sec. 
REMARKS.--Records good for water years 1953, 1967, and 1973. Flow 
affected by occasional regulation of Auglaize River at 
hydroelectric plant of Toledo Edison Company, 7 mi (11 km) 
upstream. Operation of plant discontinued Jan. 10, 1963. 
Low-flow slightly regulated by powerplant at Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. 
Ho. 1935 - Maumee River at Waterville, Ohio 
LOCATION.--Lat 41°30'00", long 83"42'46", Lucas County • 
DRAINAGE AREA.--6,330 mi 2 (16,395 km2). 
PERIOD OF RECORD.--November 1898 to December 1901, August 1921 
to December 1935, March 1939 to current year. 
GAGE.--Water-stage recorder. Datum of gage is 595.71 ft (181.572 m) above mean sea level. Nov. 19, 1898- to Dec. 31, 
1901, Aug. 26, 1921 to July 31, 1930, nonrecording gage,. 
Aug. 1, 1930 to Dec. 31, 1935, water-stage recorder, Mar. 14, 
1939 to Har. 12, 1940 nonrecording gage at same site and· 
datum. 
AVERAGE DISCHARGE.--48 years (1921-35, 1939-73) 4,756 ft 3/sec (134.7 mJ.3/s), 10.20 in/yr (259.1 mm/yr); includes flow in 
Mimni and Erie Canal at Waterville 1922-29; canal was 
abandoned in 1929 and was filled in prior to March 1939. 
REMARKS.--Records good for water years 1963, 1967, 1973. Low 
flow slightly regulated by powerplants upstream from station. 
Small diversion upstream from gage into Portage River basin • 
36 
• RU~OFF COMPONENTS 
• 
• 
Streamflow consists of two major components. surface runoff 
and ground-water runoff (Figure 10}. Surface runoff is that part 
of prec1p1ta.tion which flows directly over the land surface into 
stream channels. 
In this study the ground-water component includes interflow, 
bank storage (B.s. 1n Figure 10) and streamflow derived from the 
zone of saturation. Interflow is that part which moves laterally 
through the soil zone and is discharged into streams relatively 
quickly after infiltration without reaching the zo~e of saturation. 
Bank storage is the water which infiltrates the banks of a stream 
when the stream stage rises above the water table level and which 
is gradually released as the stream level falls below the zone 
of saturation in the river banks. The volume of bank storage 
depends on the maximum height of the stream stage during high 
runoff, duration of time the stage 1s maintained, and the perm-
eability of the banks and contiguous areas. There is a time 
lag between maximum discharges of the various components. (See._ 
Figure 10) If more than one aquifer is present in the basin, 
the hydrologic properties of the aquifers determine their respective 
contributions to streamflow (Figure 11). 
DATA PROCESSING 
Electronic data processing was used in order to assemble 
the 13,140 daily flows into a usable form. The ground~water 
component was separated from total runoff making use of large 
scale hydrographs printed for each gaging station for each year • 
• 
• 
• 
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O Time 
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Figure 10. Components of Runoff (from Brown, R.H., 
et al .• , 1972 .) 
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FORTRAN Hyd.rograph Program 
A basic FORTRAN IV program developed by Jack Tuller and 
John McKeon was used in this study. This program generated from 
daily flow data from each gage, two streamflow hydrographs for 
each water year for each gaging station (a total of 72 hydrographs). 
The basic program (Figure 12) as described by Tuller (1975) 
is as follows: 
"A basic FORTRAN IV program was written that would generate 
from daily flow data for each gage, two streamflow hydrographs 
for each water year ( a total ot· ·12 hydrographs) • 
The basic program listing is given in figure 12. The 
program is divided into three main sections. The first section 
(up to and including statement JJO) reads 1n daily flow data, 
• takes the log of the flow and plots that value opposite each day 
• 
of the water year. The second section (following statement 330 
up to and including statement 395) calculates and prints the 
summary statistics. This includes maximum, minimum, mean and 
total discharges for the water year. The final section divides 
each daily flow by the basin drainage area, takes the log of 
this value, and then plots it opposite the appropriate day of 
the water year. 
Typical hydrograph printouts are shown in Plate 1. The 
first hydrograph is printed with time, in days, a~ng the 
x-axis and discharge, in cubic feet per second, on the y-axis. 
The time scale i~ arithmetic. wheras the discharge scale is a 
six-cycle log scale ( .1 to 100,000 cfs) • 
• 
• 
• 
40 
C T.,.IS PRGGRMt RfAOS OAILY DISCHARGE MW PRINTS CURVE FOR EACH WATER YEAR 
C All OISCH,\flGE l>l\TA HUST lilE fNTEFlf:O .-.1rn A OEC'lt~Al POINT 
C BY JCH" 8 H(KfCN MW JACK TULLER l/30/75 
INTf.GER PLUS,DOT 
Df~E~SIVN STA(l6) 1 MON(365),MAP(l20),DIS1365) R E AL ~-rn I c:; ' l M rn • L MA X 
DATA 8L~NK/ 1 '/,PLUS/•++++'/,OOT/• •••• •/ 
no 20 1=1,365 . . ··----MO~fl)=~LA~K . 
REf.:)(5,',0l ,":JN(l5J,~ON(46J MOiH76),MON(l07) ~ONC138), 
*MO~(l66J,~CN(lQ7),MCNC227),HON(25BJ,MON(288),MON(31~),MON(350) 
40 FORlt,H ( J l( A4)) 
REtUl5,~0) MONi31J,~ON(6l),MON(92J 1 MON(l23),MONfl5l)pMON(l82), 
*HON(212t,~CN(243),MGN(273J,MON{304J,HON(335),MON(3651 RF.i0(5,lOC) STA ORA 
100 FCAMAT(l6A4,1X,F7.ll" 
R[Ar.!5,105JN · 
105 FOR~AT(llOJ 
OrJ 50 1=1,N 
_ 50 DtSC I >-=O 
REt10(5,llC) DIS 
110 FOR~AT(lO(G8.2)) . 
WRJTE(6,200) STA,ORA 
-- 2 0 0. FOP. M h T ( ' l • , 4 0 X , 16 A 4 , 2 X , F 8. 2 , 2 X , 1 SQ. MI • ) . _ WRITE(6,210) . 
210 FORMAT('O','MONTH 1 9 53X,'D1SCHARGf, IN CFS•) W~ITE(6,<.20J 
_ 220 FOR~Art•o•,4x,•.1• 1 1ax,•1•,1ax,•10•_ . ,11x,•100•.1sx,•1,ooo•,14x, 
*'1C,OCC',!JX, 1 1GC,~C0 1 J 
W~ITE(-!> 230) 
230 FO~~AT(f0',4X,•••,6(19( 1 +•J,•••)) 
___ ... ,_ 01) 300 t = 1, N 00 250 J= 1,119 . ... - --- . ----.. --. ---- --- -. ---. · 
250 HAP(J)=BLANK 
MAP(120J=PLUS 
IFP-lO~Hll.NE.OOT>GO TO 270 ... ·---- ------··---··----- ------------------·-----·· IF(I.EQ.365) GO TO 270 
00 260 K1=2,118,2 
260 Ml\P(KI)=DOT 
__ H O - -- r~ ~ I J 1 ~! r / 2, ·-27 r; 2 7 r,-27~ 
271 HAPC'tO)=DOT 
MAPC80)=DOT 
· 274. CONT INuF. 
: · IF(DIS( I) .Eo •• o, GO TO 275 ; 
, IF (0 ts ( i). EQ.-1) GO TO 275 -·. ___ --·- ---··--·--· ____ ., _________________ ! 
OLCG=20~~LCG10( OISCI) )~20 
INCX=tFJX(2*(0LOG-tFIX(DLOG))+IFIX(OLOG)) 
M AP ( l'JIJ X J = Pl U S 
275 WPITEl6,2AO) MCN(l),MAP,OIS(I) 
280 FU~~AT(' •, A4, '+',120Al,F7.l) 
300 CO:"\ T P!ut 
I 
! 
. ----- ·1 
WRITE(6,330) ; 
~30 ~~gut: 7.~~!x • * •, 6 (19 < • +• >,' • •H .. ·- -· -___ .. ____ -- --- ·-·-·-------------\ 
rTHIS rt~T OF T~E ~ROGRAM CALCULATES ANO PRINTS OUT THE SUMMARY ·STATISTICS I 
L~IN=ltOCOO. . I 
__ LHr.X-==.O .. . .. . . . .. . ____ --·-· .... -~-- ··--· -···- ·--- ---·-- .. -- -~----- ------· TOTOI5=.0 . 
00 350 I=zl,N 
TOTOIS=TGTO(S~DtS(I) 
lF(UlS( ! ).lT.U11N) LHIN=DIS(I) ....... __________ ·-·· ____ .. ______ _ 
JFCOIS{J).GT.LMAX) LMAX=OIS(IJ 
3 5 0 C. C ~. T I "l !l E 
HutS=TCrDl5/N 
W~ITE(6,215) 
... -····----····-- '··--------···--· 
i - 2 l 5 F Cl R t·l ! T ( ' 0 ' ) W~ITE(~,360) T~TDIS . ! 
360 FO:?'~ATl'O','TOTAL DISCHARGE FOR THE WATER YEAR',3X,F10.2,1X, 
*'CFS• ) . . . . ·-. --· ,. ____ ---· ·----·----
~RITEf6,370 l LMIN 370 FJf~AT('O','MlNl~UM OISCHARGE',22X,F8.2,1X, 1 CFS 1 ) 
W~JT~fo,380) MDtS 
_.380 FOF~hr(•o•,•MfGN O[SCHARGE',25X,F8.2,1X,'CFS') 
WRITE(b,390) L~AX 
Figure 12. Ba.sic Program Listing (from.Tuller, 1975.) 
• 
• 
• 
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390 FORl.1AT('0'1'"4AXIMU"1 D1SCHARGE',22X,F8.2,1X,'CFS•J 
TDISMl=TOT~IS/ORA 
WRiiEC6,215J 
W~JTU6,3<J5) TOtSMI 
395 FO~MAT( 1 0 1 ,•TQTAL OISCHARGE/YR/BASIN AREA',10X,F8.2,1X, 
t-•CFS/SCi.~t•) 
C THIS PlRT SETS UP ANO PRINTS THE OISCHA~GE/AREA OF DRAINAGE BASIN CURVE 
W~ITE(b,200J STA,DR~ 
wRITEC6,t'lOC) 
600 FOR~AT('0','M0NTH',42X,'01SCHARGE/AREA OF DRAINAGE BASIN,', 
------·~~g~a~6n;, ... ---- - ·---· ----- - ----·------------- - ·· -----·-·:-·-----------------
610 FORMAT('0's4Xt'•l'116X,'.2'Jl6X'.4',l6X,'.8',3X,'1.0',16X, 
••2•,11x,•4 ,1,x,•a ,4x,•10• 
. WRITEC6 620) . · . 
620 FOR~4T(,O', 4X,2('•',17( 1 + 1 J,•••,11c•+•>,•••,11,•••>,•••,s(•+•>>, 
*'*'' . ···-·-·. ··-·· .. ---··-· ··-· ···-- -· ··-·-··------ -··· ... 00 650 1=1,N 
00 630 J=l,119 
630 MAP(Jt=OLA~K 
MAP(llOl=PLUS 
IFC~C~CI).NE.DOTJ GO TO 635 IF(I.EQ.365) GO TO 635 
00 S32 Ml=2,ll8,2 
_632 ~APCMl)=COT 
·35 ·ccr-.TINUE ---·-· -----· ---- --- ----· .~------·-----. ______ .,. 
IF( 1/2.-1/2) 636,636,640 
636 HAP(36)=0QT 
HAP(60)=00T 
MAPfc.i6)-=00T 
640 ccr...T(NUE 
IF(OIS(l).EQ.O) GO TO 645 
----·-·· tF(OISC f).F.Q.-1) GO TO 645 v = o I s ( r > , (1 R A 
IF(Y.Ll •• l)GO TO 645 
X=60 * AL~GLO(OIS(I)/DRAl+60 
IFlX.GT.120.5J GO TO 645 INOX=IFIX(2~(X-lFIXCX))+IFIX(X)) 
MAP( l"lDX )=PLUS 
645 W~ITE(6,280) MCN(I),HAP,OISII) 
_ 650 Cr: NT I NUE ___ .. _ . ·- ... _ .. .... __ ··-· ______ _ ··--------- -----------·-WR I TE (6,621) 
621 FQRVAT(• ., 4X,2('*',17('+'1,'*',17C'+'J,•••,111•+ 1 J,•••,51•+•)J, 
··~·, . WRtTE(6,610l 
SfOP 400 
ENC 
Figure 12. Continued 
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• The second hydrograph uses the same .time scale but is 
• 
• 
printed as normalized discharge (cfs/square miles of basin 
area) on a two-cycle log scale (.1 to 10 cfs/sq.mi.). 
HYDROGRAPH qEPARATION TECHNIQUES 
The method used in the analysis of hydrographs depends on 
the hydraulic relationships in the basin. Three basic relation-
ships between ground and surface waters exist (see Figure 11). 
1) Aquifers having no hydraulic relationship with the 
stream 
2) Aquifers having a continuous hydraulic relationship to 
the stream 
J) Aquifers having intermittent hydraulic relationships 
with the stream 
Therefore ground-water discharge may be either permanent or inter-
mittent and may come from one or more aquifers which are unconfined, 
confined, or both. 
Areal,distribution of the ground-water discharge should be 
considered in the analysis of stream hydrographs. The movement 
of a flood wave down. a river may affect the volume of ground-water 
discharge to differing degrees in different reaches ot· the 1·iver. 
However, a few days after precipitation ceases, surface 
runoff ceases, and streamflow consists almost entirely of ground-
water runoff. As stream level rises above the water table, __ bank 
storage occurs which acts as a hydraulic dam to ground-water 
discharge. As long as the stream level is above the water table, 
bank storage increases as does the water table level in general • 
43 
Plate 1. Computer Generated Hydrographs 
44 
• This is dur to increased infiltration cau~ed by the precipita-
tion and due to the inability of ground-water to discharge into 
the stream. As the stream stage returns to normal there is a 
period of rapid ground-water discharge due to the steep hydraulic 
gradient. As the gradient decreases the amount of ground-water 
discharge decreases. The volume of ground-water discharge during 
and shortly after rainfall is difficult to calculate due to an 
excessive number of variables. 
• 
• 
Technique Used in Thi~ Study (from Tuller, 1975) 
"For the purpose of this study a straight line was drawn. 
from the point of rise of the hydrograph at the beginning of .a 
storm peak to a point located a distance of N days after the peak 
(Figure 13). The time (N) 1n days, being approximated by the 
0.2 formula N=A , where A is the area of the drainage basin, in 
square miles. This method is fairly simple to use and, more 
importantly, gives consistant results in a wide variety of stream-
flow situations. Once this separation is accomplished, daily 
values of ground-water runoff are then simply read off the hydro-
graph and the mean of the sum of these values is compared to the 
mean of the sum of the annual runoff. The results of the separ-
ations for this study are shown 1n Table II. This method p~obably 
gives minimum values of ground-water runoff, since the method .. 
does not allow for enough of an increase in ground-water flow 
during and after storms • 
• 
• 
• 
t 
I 
Cl.I 
45 
N= Time after peak of hydrograph 
when surface runoff ceases, in days 
( 0.2 ( )"2 N= Ad) = 243 = 3days 
A= 243 mi 2 drainage area 
Wave 
O'l Surface s-
,a 
.c 
u 
Vl 
-0 
Figure 13. 
Runoff 
N= 3 
Ground Water 
Time, days 
Hydrograph SepArat1on Technique Used 1n 
This Study (from 1uller, 1975.) 
• 
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Results of Hydrograph Separations 
The actual amounts of ground-water and surface-water 
runoff increase in every basin from the years of below. near 
normal and to above normal flow. The percentage of ground-water 
also increases from year to year at five stations. At two stations 
an-increase in ground-water runoff percent was observed from 1963 
to 1967 and then the percentage decreased in 1973. At the remain-
ing five stations a decrease in the percentage of ground-water 
runoff was observed from years of below to near to above 
normal runoff. 
Tuller (1975, p. 44,45) found in his study of the Scioto· 
River Basin that percentages of ground-water runoff increased 
in all sub-basins from years of below to near to above normal 
• flow. He cited low antecedent soil moisture at times of low flow 
and high antecedent soil moisture at times of high flow as reas~ns 
for his findings. However, in the case of the Maumee River 
• 
Basin other factors need to be taken into account. 
The topography of the basin is, for the most part. 
extremely flat and almost featureless. This results 1n a large 
~mount of d.epressto"1 stor13.ge over a great part of the basin. 
The amount or· water capaole or oeing ne.ta. in a.epress1on s"to.rage 
1nfluen~e~ "the amount of infiltration. However, this amount of 
d.epresston-stora.ge water is finit~c Therefore, a maximum a.mount 
of depress 1or. storage ava.il~ible for 1nf11 tra.tion could be 
reached during periods of low/to normal flow. During periods of 
normal to sbove normal flow, depending on the basin, th~ water 
not caught in depression storage would become surface runoff. 
• 
• 
• 
47 
Therefore, there woµld be a relative increase in the percentage 
of surface-water runoff, and a relative decrease in the percent-
age of ground-water runoff. 
Another possible factor to take into account is the amount 
of irrigation used in the three water years. In general, over 
75% of the basin consists of cropland. Irrigation would naturally 
be more prevalent in years of below normal flow as opposed to 
years of above normal flow. This would yield a relative increase 
in ground-water runoff percentages for years of below normal flow 
in this particular basin. 
' 
Another factor to be considered is that in many cases, 
this method of hydrograph separation relies on interpretation by 
the individual doing the separation. This means that 1f the same 
hydrograph was analysed by a number of different people, the 
resulting percentages of ground-water or surface-water runoff 
could fall within a relatively large range. 
The ranges and means of the annual ground-water runoff 
for the study basins have been calculated and are shown in Table III • 
.
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RANGE 
196J--O.ll8-0.JOO cfs/sq.m1. 
1967--0.347-0.844 cfs/sq.m1. 
1973--0.487-1.294 cfs/sq.m1. 
MEAN 
1963--0.190 cfs/sq.m1. 
196?--0.506 cfs/sq.mi • 
1973--0.708 cfs/sq~mi. 
Ranges and Means of the Annual Ground-
Water Runoff for the Study Basins 
• 
• 
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FLOW-DURATION ~ATA !ND PAR.AMRTERS 
Flow-duration data are very useful in making comparisons 
of the streamflow characteristics of several different streams. 
Flow-duration data, which show the probability of occurance of 
specific discharges irrespective of chronologic order, can be 
presented in a number of ways. Figure 14 ls an example 01' flow-
duration curves which show the percent time that a given discharge 
is equaled or exceeded plotted on a logarithmic scale for dis-
charge and a probability scale for time. It is preferable to 
have curves prepared using daily or weekly dischages because_ 
data for longer periods of time may conceal variations in flow 
for the period. 
Basin variables such as geoiogy, hyaroiogy, topography, and 
land use determine the shape of the curve. The shape of the 
curve reflects the natural ground-water storage within a basin; 
the more horizontal the curve, the more storage potential. For 
example, the Mad H1ver Wi~h a .LOW f.la't .tower end to 1-ts curve 
(Figure 14) drains an area u.1 g1.~uieu. grt:1.'Jt::l. ueposits with a 
nigh ground-water storage potential. White Oak Creek drains an 
area of impermeable till. however, and has a steep lower end to 
its curve indicating a low ground-water storage potential 
(Figure 14). 
The flow in cubic feet per second per square mile of drain-
age basin which is exceeded 90% of the time generally reflects 
the ground-water storage of a basin, although in some basins it 
is necessary to consider evapotranspiration. The higher the value 
• of 90% flow, the greater is the ground water storage. 
• 
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The ratio (Q25;Q75 )½ (where Q25 represents streamflow 
equalled or exceeded 25 percent of th~ time and Q75 represents 
streamflow equalled or exceeded 75 percent o~ the time). 
described by Walton (1970, p. 374) as equal to the slope of the 
duration curve, is analogous to the ratio (D25/075 )½ used by 
Pett1gohn (1949) to describe the slope of grain-size frequency 
curves. The analogy can be made since geology (grain-size) affects 
streamflow to a great degree. 
Technique Used for This Study 
Flow-duration data were chosen representing water years of 
below, near, and above normal flows in an attempt to eliminate· 
long-term variation in basin characteristics and.climate. Also 
low-flow characteristics are better represented by periods of 
low precipitation and runoff • 
The ratio (Q25/Q75)½ and (Q10/Q9o)½ were used in this 
study. This allowed variations in the upper and lower ends of 
the curves to be observed as well as the slope of the curve. 
The values of flows equalled or exceeded 90, 75, 50, 25, and 
10 percent of the time we~e also computed for each basin and 
water year so as to further differentiate similar basins.· 
DATA PROCESSING 
A FORTRAN IV program developed by Jack Tuller and John 
McKeon 1n January, 1975 was· used to evaluate the lJ,140 daily 
discharges for three years at 12 gaging stations.- This program 
generated J6 flow-duration curves and J6 flow-duration tables • 
• 
• 
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FORTRAN IV Flow-Duration Program (from Tuller, 1975) 
"For this study it was desirable to construct flow-
duration curves for each station for each of the three water 
year8. These wer to be used for a gross comparison of the 
basins (i.e. general comparisons of the slope and shape of 
the curves). In addition, it was necessary to construct a 
flow-duration table for each station for each water year from 
which more exact comparisons could be made. 
The basic program listing is given in Figure 15. The 
program, written in FORTRAN IV, is composed of two main sections. 
The first section (up to statement 20) reads in the daily 
flow data and ranks them from lowest discharge to highest. 
This was actually the most difficult part of the program to 
write, the key to it being IF statement: IF (DIS(J).LE.DIS 
(J+l ) GO TO 20 •. ThE statement compares each discharge with 
the next and rearranges them if they are not in ascending order. 
The last section (statement 20 to 745) calculates the 
percentage of time the discharges are equalled or exceeded, 
divides the discharges by the basin area and plots the results 
in a curve and tabular form. 
Examples of a flow-duration curve and data printout are 
shown in Plates 2 and 3, respectively. The flow-duration plot 
I 
uses an arithmetic scale for the percentages (0 to 100 percent) 
on the x-axis and a two-cycle log scale (.1 to 10 cfs/sq.mi.) 
for the discharges/basin area on the y-axis. The resulting 
curve is actually each daily flow plotted opposite_its 
• appropriate percentage of occurrence. 
• 
• 
• 
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The flow-duration data (Plate J) show the same results that 
are plotted on the curve. Each daily flow 1s ranked from low to 
high (cfs/sq.m1.) and printed beside its percentage of occurence. 
The data are read in rows beginning from top left (100 percent-
0.0JO cfs/sq.mi.} to bottom right (0.27 percent-4.793 cfs/sq.mi.). 
This is very useful because the percentage of occurrence for each 
flow can be read directly from the data printout rather than 
interpreting a value from the curve." 
56 
-
Plate 2. Computer Generated Flow-Duration Curve 
57 
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Plate 3. Computer Generated Flow-Duration Data 
• 
• 
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RESULTS OF FLOW-DURATION COMPUTATIONS 
The results of the flow-duration computations are shown 
~ 1 
in Table IV. The range of the ratios (Q25;Q75) 2 and (Q10/Q90) 2 
are shown in Table v. These results show the highest ratios for 
the year of normal flow (1967) and the lowest ratios for the year 
of below normal flow (1963). This is due to the faot that the 
range is greater for the year of normal flow and there 1s more 
½ direct runoff (hence a higher slope or (Q25/Q75 ) ratio). The 
low ratio for the year of below normal flow is a result of 
there being less direct runon· and more storage in the basin 
(either ground-water or surface-water). Similar results were 
l. 
obtained in calculations of (Q10/Q90 )
2 ratios. 
The range of 90-percent flows is shown in Table VI. These 
results show the lowe~~ 90-percent flows for the year of below 
normal runoff ·and the highest for the year of above normal flow. 
These are reasonable results because there 1s naturally more 
water available during years of above normal runoff. Corres-
ponding results would be obtained in similar calculations of 
70, 50, 25. and 10 percent flows • 
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RANGE: 
1963--1.316-2.910 
1967--2.187-5.190 
1973--1.890-2.716 
RANGE: 
196J--2.19J-8.J53 
1967--4.407-11.550 
1973--1.890-2.'ll6 
TABLE V • 
62 
MEAN: 
196J--2.040 
1967--3.656 
197.3--2.)46 
MEA.lg: 
190J--q..~.)·/ 
1967--7.835 
1973--5.278 
• 
• 
• 
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Range of 
90-Percent Flows 
196J--.009-.106 cfs/sq.mie 
1967--.02)-.144 cfs/sq.mi. 
1973--.076-.196 cfs/sq.mi. 
Average of 
90-Percent Flows 
1963-- o.o4o 
1967-- 0.050 
1973-- 0.132 
TABLE VI. Range of 90-Percent Flows 
And Average of 90-Percent Flows 
• 
64 
GROUND-WATER RECHARGE 
Ground-water recharge, which is the natural rate of per-
colation of water to the water table, depends on variables such 
as the hydraulic properties of deposits, topography of the basin, 
type of vegetation, land use, antecedent soil moisture, depth 
to the water table and various climatic factors. The rate of 
vertical leakage of water, which determines recharge, depends 
on vertical permeability and thickness of deposits, areal 
extent of deposits. and differences in head. 
Calculation of Ground-Water Recharge 
Usinp; the Ground-Water Budget Concept 
I~ general the amount of precipitation reaching the water 
table is equal to ground-water runoff (including underflow and 
• bank storage), and evapotranspiration plus or minus changes in 
ground-water storage. Schicht and Walton (1961) used the following 
• 
ground-water budget equation to incorporate the above :factors: 
pg = Rg+ETg+Ui:Sg 
pg = ground-water recharge 
B. = g ground-water runoff 
ETg= ground-water evapotranspiration 
u = subsurface underflow 
sg = change in ground-water storage 
An.nual ground-water runoff depends on antecedent soil 
moisture, water table stage, amount and distribution of annual 
precipitation and evapotranspiration. Water table stage deter-
mines the hydraulic gradient to stream level. Antecedent soil 
65 
moisture determines the amount of precipitation which is retained 
• by the upper layers of soil and thereby that which reaches the 
water table. Amount and distribution of rainfall determines the 
relative antecedent soil moisture and total water available. 
• 
• 
Evapotranspiration, the interception and discharge into the 
atmosphere of water by plants, 1s at a m~x1mum rron April through 
October (the growing season). Evapotranspiratlon is a function 
of depth to the water table, with increased evapotransplration 
occuring the closer the water table 1s to the surface of the land. 
Ground-water recharge occurs only during periods when 
precipitation is in excess of evapotransp1ration and soil moisture 
requirements. Therefore, in many areas ground-water recharge 
is the greatest in spring and early summer months of heavy 
rainfall when the ground is not frozen and evapotranspiration 
and soil moisture requirements are least. 
Ground-water recharge occurs when the mean ground-water 
stage rises or declines less than is necessary to balance 
ground-water runoff and evapotranspiration. ·Ground-w~ter 
runoff and evapotranspiration can be determined from mean 
ground-water stage runoff rating curves. 
Change in ground-water storage ( Sg) may be calculated from 
the following equation from Shicht and Walton 1961: 
Sg = H(Yg) 
where His the change in mean ground-water storage in feet 
and Yg is the specific yield ·or gravity yield~ which· is equal 
to porosity minus specific retention • 
• 
• 
• 
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Technique Used in This study (from Tuller, 1975) 
The calculation of ground-water recharge in this study is 
based on the amounts of ground-water runoff leaving the basins. 
The ground-water runoff is obtained by the hydrograph separation 
method outlined earller in this chapter. This amount represents 
at least a minimum amount of ground-water recharge to the basin. 
The recnarge calcuiated 1~ ror a p~riod of three water y~ar8 ror 
each oasin (below, near, and above normal years of flow). The 
water year was chosen as the period of record because it tends 
to minimize errors introduced by changes in ground-water storage. 
Ground-water levels examined for several basins (where data 
were available) have shown that the ground-water stage was 
nearly the same at the beginning and at the end of most water years. 
Errors introduced by the omission of the amount of ground-
water evapotranspiration are also fairly small. Sch1cht and 
Walton (1961, p. 19) estimated annual ground-water evapotrans-
priation to be on the order of 35,000 to 95,000 gpd/sq.mi. for 
three small basins in Illinois. 
The amount of underflow leaving a basin varies depending 
on the particular situation. In studies where ground-water-__ __ 
underflow has been calculated (Schicht and Walton, 1961, p. ,.20) 
amounts have been minimal (around 5,000 gpd/sq.mi.) and they were 
omitted from computations • 
• 
• 
• 
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Rei=ml t~ of Ground-Water Recha.rp;e Calculations 
The m1n1mum amount of annual ground-water recharge, 1n 
gpd/sq.m1., versus basin characteristics is listed in Table VII. 
The amounts were based on ground-water runoff data compiled 
through the hydrograph separations described earlier. They were 
calculated· for each of three water years for each basin studied. 
The ranges and means of annual ground-water recharge to 
the study basins for each of the three water years are shown 
1n Table VIII. The ranges and means increase from the year of 
below normal runoff (1963) to the year of above normal runoff (1973). 
This increase is due to increasing precipitation resulting in 
increased infiltration from years of below to above normal runoff • 
•
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Range 
1963-- 76,260-149,289 gpd/sq. mi. 
1967--224,256-545,453 gpd/sq. mi. 
197J--J14,7J4-8J6,275 gpd/sq. mi. 
Mean 
1963-- 117,514 gpd/sq. mi. 
1967-- 327,175 gpd/sq. mi. 
1973-- 475,010 gpd/sq. mi • 
Table VII. Range and Mean of Minimum Annual 
Ground-Water Recharge of the Study Basins 
• 
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BASIN ANALYSES OF STREAM.FLOW PARAMETER~ 
variations in basin characteristics will yield different 
rates of ground-water recharge, ground-water runoff percentages, 
and flow-duration data. Basin analyses were made for each of 
the 12 stations in their respective basins. In some cases 
when basins have more than one gaging station with similar 
hydrology and streamflow parameters, the basins are examined as 
a single unit. 
The average :t'or each chosen parameter (rate of ground-
water recharge, ground-water runoff percentage, the ratio 
(Q25/Q75)½ representing the index to the flow-duration curve, 
and percent flow that is equalled or exceeded 90% of the time) 
was taken for each gaging station for each water year. (Tables 
III, V, VI, VIII) Each station's yearly data was then compared 
• with the average <1ata tor all o:t' the stations: • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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No. 1780 St. Jose..£!!_li1ver 
This basin is characterized by impermeable shale bedrock 
covered by the thickest deposits of drift in the area (250' 
average), numerous sand and gravel lenses and extensive 
morainal deposits. 
The St. Joseph River Basin had ground-water recharge rates 
and percentages of ground-water runoff that were higher than 
normal. (Tables VIII AND III) Its sustained. or 90fo ~low, 
ranged from near normal in 1963 to slightly below normal in 
1967, to slightly above normal in 1973. (Table VI) The 
(Q25/Q75 )½ ratios also varied, from slightly below normal in 
1963, to slightly above normal in 1967. to slightly below 
normal in 1973. (Table V) 
These parameters are indicative of a basin characterized 
by a high infiltration rate and a fairly high capability to 
transport ground-water to points of discharge as are also 
indicated by the basin characteristics. The sustained flow 
would probably be higher for this basin if fewer sand and gravel 
deposits were present as would th~ (Q25/Q75)½ ratios._ 
This basin is characterized by a limestone aquifer 
covered by an average of 65' of glacial deposits. Three buried 
valleys are located in this basin where the cover of glacial 
drift may reach 400'. A generalized cross-section showing the 
relationship between glacial drift and the bedrock is shown in 
• 
• 
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Figure 16. The st. Marys River Basin had near normal ground-
water recharge rates and percentages of ground-water runoff • 
{Tables VIII ANDIII) The sustained flows were below normal 
for all three water years. The (Q25;Q75 )½ ratios were above 
normal for all three years. 
The average rates of ground-water recharge and per-
centages of ground-water runoff are indicitive of the average 
depth of glacial deposits (65•) and the normal amount of sand 
and gravel lenses. The low sustained flows are probably 
1nd1c1t1ve of the recharging of the three burled valleys at 
times of low flow. The above norma.J. (<.l.c:_,l~'/5 ,i ratios are 
due to low Q75 values caused by the recharge of burled 
valleys 8.'l"ld the relatively normal Q25 values caused by normal 
rates of infiltration and runoff at higher stream stages 
where the affect of the buried valleys is not seen • 
No. 1~35 Maumee Riyer, No. 1830 Maumee River 
This basin is characterized by limestone and shale bed-
rock overlain by 20-200' of glacial drift with sand and gravel 
lenses yielding artesian flow in the northwest portion. A 
generalized cross-section showing the relationships between 
bedrock and glacial drift is shown in Figure 17. The Maumee 
River had above normal rates of ground-water recharge and 
percentage of ground-water runoff for 1963 and 1973. These 
Parameters were near normal for 1967. Sustained flows ·were 
near normal for 1963 and 1967, and above normal for 19?3. 
• The ratio (Q25;Q75 )½ was below average for 1963 and 1973, 
• 
• 
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Generalized Cross-Sections of the st. Marys River Basin (from Ohio Water Plan Inventory, Underground Water Resources., 1959, File Index, A-1.) 
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Figure 17. Generalized Cross-Section of the Upper Maumee 
and Lower Auglaize R.1ver Basins (from Ohio 
Water Plan Inventory, 'tinderground water Resources, 
File Index, A-7.) · 
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and slightly above average in 1967 • 
The above to average rates of ground-water recharge and 
percentages of ground-water runoff are probably the results of 
the high recharge potential of morainal belts to the northwest 
connected to sand and gravel deposits in the northwest 
portion of the basin. Also this basin is in the flat lake 
plains area with an average amount of glacial cover as 
indicated by the average to above average sustained flows and 
.J,, 
the below to average (Q25;Q75 ) 2 ratio. 
~~8_45 Bean Creek 
··-----
This basin is characterized by shale bedrock covered by 
an average of 250' of glacial drift containing large deposits 
of sand and gravel having artesian flow in the northwest 
portion of the area. Morainal deposits supply continual 
recharge. Figure 18 is a generalized cross-section showing 
the relationship between bedrock and glacial cover. 
Ground-water recharge was average for 1963 and above 
average for l967nand 197Je Percentages of ground-water 
runoff were above normal for all three years. The sustained 
flow was average for all three water years and the (Q25/Q75)½ 
ratio was below average for all three years. 
these parameters are indic1t1ve of the thick drift 
deposits coupled with recharge of sand and gravel deposits from 
the morainal belts. The vaiues of sustained flow feflect the 
general characteristics of the drift and the below average 
.J.. {Q25/Q75) 2 values reflect the low relief and high ground-water 
storage potential. 
.
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This lake plains basin is similar to No. 1845 except that 
the glacial drift is only 100' thick in this area. and contains 
less sand and gravel. Figure lti 1s a generalized cross-section 
depicting the relationship between the glacial drift and the 
shale bedrock. 
The Tiffin River Basin had a ground-water recharge rate 
of below average for 1963 and average rates for 1967 and l97J. 
Tne percentages or grouna.-water runoff were above average to.c· 
~J.J. t..u.1:ee ye&.i:s. ·I'ne ~u:st;a1ned flow varied from average t·or 
J.',Jbj and 1967 to below average for l<j'/J. Tn~ (Q,_,/Q1.:,)i .i.'c:a.l.ios 
were average for all three years. 
'l'hese parameters are 1ndicltive of a basin with a slightly 
above average ground-water storage potential. The above 
• average percentages of greund-water runoff result from the 
fact that drift averages about 50' thicker here than the in the 
rest o:t' the oas1n. 
No. 1865 Auglaize River 
This basin is characterized by a transition from till plains 
in the south to lake plains in the north. The limestone bed-
rock is covered with an average of 60• of drift. A buried 
valley crosses the center of the basin with up to 350' of 
glacial deposits. The drift thins to 5' 1n the north. Figure 
19 represents a generalized cross-section of the area. This 
part of the Auglaize River Basin had an above average rate 
• of ground-water recharge for 1963 and below average rates for 
• 
• 
• 
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~ TILL OR CLAY 
~ SANO ANO GRAVEL 
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... 
Figure 19. Generalized Cross-Section of.the Upper 
Auglaize River Basin (from Ohio Water 
Plan Inventory, Underground Water Resources, 
File. Index A-3 .• .) 
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1967 and 1973. The percentages of ground-water runoff were 
• below average for all three years. The sustained flows as 
well as the (Q25/Q75 )½ ratios were average for all three years. 
• 
• 
These parameters reflect the loss of ground-water to 
the buried valley, as well as the thin drift yielding little 
ground-water recharge. The average sustained flows and 
~ (Q25/Q 75 ) 2 ratios represent normal amounts of ground-water 
storage potential in the basin. 
No. 1875 Ottawa River Basin 
The Ottawa River Basin is characterized by limestone 
bedrock covered by an average of 30' of glacial deposits, three 
buried valleys, and discontinuous layers of sand and gravel 
from 5'-80' thick. Figure 20 represents a generalized cross-
section o:t· the area. 
This river basin had above average values for the rates 
of ground-water recharge, percentages of ground-water runoff. 
and sustained flow. 
~ 
Values for the ratio of (Q25;Q75 ) 2 were 
below normal for all three years. 
These parameters are indicative of a vasin characterized 
by slow runoff with high rates of infiltration and recharge to 
the aquifer. 
~ 
Slow runot·:r 1s exemplified by low (Q25/Q75 ) 2 " ratios• 
The high storage capacity of the glacial drift is represented 
by above average sustained flows and groudn-water runoff • 
• 
• 
• 
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No._1890 __ Blanchard River 
The Blanchard River Basin has a limestone bedrock covereu 
by ~n ~verage ot· .c:5• of glacial drift. It has very :few sand 
and gravel deposits. Figure 21 is a generalized cross-section 
of the area. 
This basin had an average rate of ground-water recharge 
for 1963 and below average rates for 1967 and 1973. The 
percentages of ground-water runoff were below average for all 
three years. The sustained flows were below average for 1963 
and 1973, and were average in 1967. The values of (Q2s/Q75 )½ 
were below average for 1963 and 1967 and average for 197J. 
These parameters indicate a basin with low infiltration 
rates, low ground-water storage potentials, and slow runoff • 
.J.. Slow runoff indicated by below normal (Q25;Q75 ) 2 values is the 
result of the flat topography. Low infiltration rates and 
low ground-water storage potentials are indicated by below 
normal recharge rates and below normal sustained flows and 
runoff percentages. 
No. 1915 Auglaize River Basin and Nos. 1925 & 1935 Lower Maumee -ITTver--Basin 
These two basins are characterized by a limestone aquifer 
covered with 0-200' of glacial deposits containing limeited 
sand and gravel deposits. Near station No. 1935 a shallow 
buried valley is found near the Maumee a1ver. Figure 22 is a 
generalized cross-section representing the middle portion of 
the Maumee River Basin • 
• 
• 
• 
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Generalized Cross-Section of the Blanchard River·Bas1n (from..Ohio 
.Water .Plan Inventory, ·underground Water Resources, 1959, File Index A-6.) 
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CROSS SECTION A-A', SHOWING THICKNESS OF FILL IN BURIED VALLEY. 
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Generalized Cross-Section of the Middle Portion 
of the Maumee River Ba.sin (from Ohio water Plan 
Inventory, Underground. Water Sources, 1959, 
File Index _A-5.) 
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The three stations in these two basins all had below average 
values for rates of ground-water recharge, percentages of ground-
water runoff, and sustained flows. They all had above average 
values of (Q25/Q75 )½ for all three years. 
These parameters are indicative of basins with low infil-
tration rates, slow recharge to the aquifers, and higher then 
average rates of runoff. This is a result of the below normal 
amounts of sand and gravel deposits and the effects of the 
buried valleys • 
• 
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CONCLUSION 
It is possible to place each of the study basins into one 
ot· tnree cat;a.gories on -cne oasis of the streamflow parameters 
gen~r~tcd from the daily flows recorded at the gaging stations. 
Certain values of parameters are the result of certain basin 
characteristics. 
Cata.gory I.--Till Plain Basin with Buried Valleys 
Only one basin fits into this catagory (No. 1815. Figure 1). 
It is characterized by a limestone aquifer covered by an average 
of 65• of glacial drift and by three buried valleys covered by 
up to 400' of drift. The relatively thick drift coupled with 
the three buried valleys separates this basin from the others in 
• the area. 
• 
These characteristics yield approximately average rates of 
ground-water recharge and ground-water runoff percentages due 
to the thickness of the till and normal amounts of sand and 
~ravel deposits for the region. Below normal sustained flows 
are probably the results of recharge to buried valleys at times 
of low flows, which might be caused by increased pump~ge near 
these valleys. Since this region is in the till plains area. 
runoff would be quicker than average due to increased relief of 
the land surface. This results in above n~rmal (Q25/Q75 r½ .ratios • 
• 
• 
• 
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c~tagory II,--Lake Plain Basins with Relatively Shallow 
Glacial Drift and Limitted sand and Gravel Deposits 
Five basins fit into this catagory (Nos. 1865,1890,1915, 
1925, and 1935--Figure 1). These basins are characterized by 
either thicker drift with few sand and gravel deposits or thin 
drift with relatively more sand and gravel deposits. They all 
have limestone bedrock and are located in the lake plains region. 
All these basins are characterized by below normal rates of 
ground-water runoff, and sustained flows. This is a +esult of 
both the shallower drift cover and limitted sand and gravel 
deposits. Average to above average (Q25/Q75 )½ ratios indicating 
low grou~d-water storage potential were recorded for the same 
reasons. 
Category III,--Basins with Numerous Sand and Gravel Deposits 
and/or Thick Glacial Deposits 
Six basins fall within this catagory (No. 1780, 1830, 1835, 
1845. 1850, and 18?5--Figure 1). The basins are characterized 
by thlck drift deposit~ &nd/or numerous sand P-nd gr~vel dep~s1ts. 
'l'he•r :,,,_-r-,,. ei.J.~o r.ha.racter1zed by good recharge sources 1n mora1nal 
·b~l t.~ o~ t'.h..,_..~,::!.gh th~ feet th9.t ge.nd and gravel lenses are located 
near the gurfa~e. 
The above men.t1oned basin characteristics yield above normal 
rates of ground-water recharge and ground-water runoff percentages. 
This reflects high rates of infiltration and high storage capacities, 
as well as the good recharge sources 1n the basins. Average to 
above average sustained flows are also related to the high 
.:o-~ 
storage capacities of the basins. 
• 
• 
• 
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below normal in general, which reflects the slow runoff rates of 
the lake plains area as well as the high ground-water storage 
potentials. 
In general, the amount of glacial cover and amount of sand 
and gravel deposits seem to be the major determining factors 
as to the values of streamflow parameters obtained. However, 
the effects of buried valleys, sources of recharge, and relief 
of the land surface should be considered as important secondary 
factors • 
• 
• 
.. 
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